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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Column
one

'House' work:
Senate confident about passage
of Ohio capital punishment bill

Molloy to discuss
'Dress for Success'

by Mary Alice Hentges
staff reporter

John Molloy, author of the
books "Dress for Success" and
"Women's Dress for Success,"
will discuss dressing for
business advancement today at
8 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
After more than 15,000 interviews with business executives
during the past IS years, Molloy
has concluded that what you
wear to work and Job interviews is important and that
most Americans dress for
failure.
Molloy's research indicates
that what a person wears says
something about his personality
to potential employers and
customers and has a large impact on his career.
The lecture, sponsored by
UAO and Alpha Lambda Delta,
is free and public.

Senate surveys
grading system
At a Faculty Senate meeting
yesterday a survey was taken
concerning changes in the
University grading system.
One change proposed by the
Committee on Academic
Policies is the granting of quality points for plusses and
minuses added to letter grades.
Another proposal is to use a
decimal scale instead of letter
grades on report cards issued
to students.
Results of the survey will
lead to further investigation by
the committee.

Inside
Opinion
photo by Tim Weithovtn

Art Buchwald examines the
media's exploitation of the exhostages. Page 2.

Electronic Processing Technician Patricia Splcer runs a spot check teat on the IBM optical scanner. The
scanner Is used to grade student exams and senses which answers are marked on the form.

TECHNQLQGV

News
University administrators
want term-paper firm advertisements banned, but the Constitution says they are legal.
PageS.

Sports
Staff reporter Ken Koppel
traveled to Rocky River to talk
with former Falcon icer Tim
Alexander, who is making a
name for himself as head
hockey coach at Rocky River
High School. Page (.

Weather
Mostly cloudy. High 14 F (-10
C), low -2 F (-19 C). 40-percent
chance of precipitation.
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by Ksthryn Coll
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The eraser scrubs across the
answer sheet almost obliterating
the black mark in answer A, and
then answer C is scratched in.
After the student hands in his exam, his instructor can have it graded by either an IBM or a SM computer depending on the type of test
form that was used. The test then
becomes one of thousands that pass
through Computer Services computers.
If the teat is scanned by the IBM
optical scanner and it senses a partially erased mark, the test will be
rejected. The full-time operator
men must manually eradicate the
partially erased mark. But, if the
answer is graded by the SM scanner, it will be marked wrong if it
senses two marks where one should
be found.

TIGHTENS TEST
THE SM COMPUTERS are
operated by the instructor who
passes the answer key and then the
students' answer sheets through
the computers, Richard Conard,
manager of computer services,
said
The self-contained mark sense
reader will match the teacher's key
with the student's answers and
mark the incorrect ones. The total
number correct is printed at the
bottom of the sheet
The test form is a half sheet of
paper and has 50 answer blanks on
each side.
There are several SM scanners
on campus. According to Dale
Schroeder, academic user services
manager, the scanner in the Math
Sciences Building is used only by
about five faculty members a
quarter.
ANOTHER SM SCANNER is in
the Education Building where hun-

TABULATION

dreds of faculty members use it
every quarter, Gay Jones, coordinator of student laboratories, Instructional Media Center, said.
"At the end of the quarter, it is
heavily used," she said.
If a student does not use a No. 2
pencil or does not erase an answer
completely, the accuracy of the
test is affected, Jones said.
Some faculty members will
rescore the test Just to make sure it
was graded properly, she added.
INSTRUCTORS who give tests on
the large IBM form have them
graded by Computer Services in
the Administration Building. The
instructor gives the tests and the
answer key to the service and
within 24-hours usually can have
them returned, graded and accompanied by' an analysis form,
Charles Schultz, operations
manager of Computer Services,
said.
continued on page 5

Term paper firms offer costly option to learning
Editor's note: This la the first of three stories about
term-paper mills. The second story on page S examinee the controversy surrounding the companies'
right to advertise on campus. Tomorrow's story will
look at a proposed Nil before the Ohio House ol
RepreeentatTvea that would outlaw the ease of term
papers In the state.
by Sarah Blssland

It comes in a plain brown wrapper and could be
the solution to some students' academic headaches.
But for other people, it is a moral repugnance, an
academic swindle and a corrupter of scholarship.
It is the professionally-prepared term paper, purchased by mall and submitted by the student as his
own work.
"It's a business that has no business on this campus," Associate Provost Ramans Cormier said of
term-paper mills, a label applied to the companies
that piaster the campus with advertisements of
"research services."

NO ONE knows how many students use termpaper mills, but each year hundreds of placard!
with order forms appear on University bulletin
boards.
The use of purchased term papers is contrary to
University academic policy, but is not covered by
state or federal law. Instructors say detection is a
matter of spotting the right clues, and the penalties
are severe.
If caught, the student will fail the assignment and
possibly the course. The severity of the punishment
is determined by the instructor and each case is
reported to the academic dean.
There are several dues to a paper's authenticity.
It may be a poor fit for the assignment given, or the
material may be dated or not available in area
libraries, John Merriam, associate professor of
political science, said.

According to one company's catalog, term papers
can be obtained covering such topics as business,
geography, physics, literature and computer
science. Term papers under the education heading
vary, including one entitled "Cheating in the Instructional Climate."
Thousands of term papers are available and, if requested, a paper can be custom produced. Such an
order specifies the level of proficiency it should be
written at: undergraduate, advanced
undergraduate or graduate.
The catalog term paper is about S3 a page, while
the price tag on the custom term paper is much
higher and starts at SB a page and Increases according to topic and level of proficiency.
BUT IF the price,, seem expensive, students can
cut costs with trade-ins. A typical offer allows two
pages of credit for each term paper the student
sends them.
BUT KATHLEEN HART, coordinator of general Despite this, students may not be getting the best
studies writing, said the primary tip** is if the deal for their money.
paper's style of writing in unlike the student's.
continued on page 3

Despite a continuing controversy at the Statehouse over a death penalty bill
for Ohio, Senate Republicans remain optimistic about its passage.
Senate Bill 1, introduced by Sen. Richard Finan (R-Cincinnati) on the first
day of the Senate's current session, is being haggled over by the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Ohio's last capital punishment bill was ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1978.
A felony-murder provision would make a murder committed along with
another felony, such as rape, burglary, aggravated arson, robbery or kidnapping, punishable by death.
A weakened version of a death penalty bill was defeated by the Senate last
October, after being held up in the Judiciary Committee for 16 months. The
measure was unsuccessful because a number of Democrats opposed capital
punishment in any form, and a group of Republicans considered the bill too
weak to be effective.
"THE INCLUSION of a felony-murder provision is vital and is what was lacking in the bill defeated last October," Finan said. "We voted against the bill
rather than pass some haphazard measure.
Finan, as well as Sen. Paul Pfeifer (R-Bucyrus) chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, is optimistic the bill will come before the full Senate for a vote
within the next few weeks.
"My goal is to finish work on it this month and have it on the floor of the
Senate by mid-February," Pfeifer said.
The success of the bill "has everything to do with the makeup of the Senate,"
Pfeifer said, adding that four new Republican senators and a change in the
leadership of the Senate will help ensure its passage. While the bill requires 17
votes to pass, IS senators are either sponsors or co-sponsors of the measure,
capital punishment law was ruled unconstitutional in 1978, in part because of
the provision for aiders and abettors.
"THE VOTES were there for passage (last year), it was Just the leadership
that blocked it," Pfeifer said. Sen Marigene Valiquette (D-Toledo), last year's
Judiciary Committee chairman, and Sen. Oliver Ocasek, president of last
year's Senate, were opposed to the bill, Finan said.
As introduced, the new bill would not impose the death penalty on aiders and
abettors to murders committed in connection with another felony. Ohio's
capital punishment law was ruled unconstitutional in 1978, in part because of
the provision for aiders and abettors.
"We have to be very careful," Finan said. "We want to make (the bill) to
pass constitutional muster."
"I DON'T THINK there's any question of the constitutionality of the bill
under the Supreme Court's current guidelines," Finan said, addding that the
"inconsistencies of the court" make it difficult to draft a successful death
penalty bill.
"This has been kicked around for some time," Finan said, "The people of this
state want it and it behooves us as legislators to pass it."
He cited two public opinion polls, one in which 60 percent of those surveyed
favored capital punishment and another in which 82 percent supported it, as
evidence of his statement.
The bill also contains provisions for imposing the death penalty on those who
commit more than one murder or kill a law enforcement officer, fellow
prisoner or inmate, or top state or federal official.
PFEIFER S A ID one of the bill's most important aspects is the penalty imposed on those not receiving a death sentence.
"I think an aspect that has been overlooked is that we're toughening up the
penalty when capital punishment is not imposed," he said. The new bill would
change the sentence for those receiving life imprisonment from parole after 15
years to either no parole or parole after 25 years, Pfeifer said
"The use of the death penalty will continue to be rare because there are so
many protections for the defendant and because of the time involved in getting
a capital sentence," Pfeifer added.
An amendment to the bill which would have replaced the death penalty with a
life sentence with no parole was defeated by the Judiciary Committee last
week. Sen. J. Timothy McCormak (D-Euclid), who sponsored the proposal, and
three other Democratic senators voted for the amendment, but it was blocked
by Republican senators.

New legislation may stiffen
penalties for pot possession
by David Slgworth

Legislation has been introduced recently in the Ohio Senate that would stiffen
the penalty for possession of 100 grams or less of marijuana.
The bill, proposed by Sens. Richard Finan (R-Cincinnati) and Michael
DeWine (RCedarville), would raise the fine from a minor misdemeanor to a
fourth-degree misdemeanor.
This would require the charged person to make a court appearance, where
the possibility of 30 days in Jail and a maximum fine of $1,000 exists. The new
bill also would require the charge to be placed on the individual's record, which
presently is not done.
THE BILL would not affect possessions of more than 100 grams, which is
about 3tt ounces. Arrests of "large quantities are adequately dealt with now,"
Finan said.
"The evidence we had five or six years ago when dealing with the current
laws showed that the use of marijuana was not a dangerous thing.
"Increasing studies now, though, are showing that marijuana is a dangerous
drug. And that marijuana leads to more dangerous drugs," Finan explained.
He also said he proposed the bill because of "the high problems with high
school kids and marijuana. The low penalty provisions do not say to the kids
how dangerous it is."
Parents who are determined to stop usage of the drug are appalled that it is a
minor misdemeanor, Finan said.
THE BILL was proposed to the Senate Jan. 26, and will be referred to the
Senate Judiciary Committee, Finan said. The bill will have to be voted out of
the Senate and the process then would begin in the House of Representatives.
Finan said he has received some opposition to the bill, mostly from individual
students at the University of Cincinnati.and Ohio State University. He said no
opposing groups have contacted him.
The bill's co-sponsor, DeWine, said the main reason for his Involvement is his
concern for Juveniles. He said the bill, if passed, would give needed help to
Junvenile courts and schools in dealing with the marijuana problem.
' The bill would state the policy of the state lo the people that the use of marijuana is not a good thing," DeWine said.
CITY POLICE Detective SgL Sam Johnson said the law is needed, adding
that, "More people are (smoking marijuana) than when the present law waa
passed.
"Ever since the law changed in 1976 making possession a minor misdemeanor, it really has become a Joke," Johnson said. "They went from one extreme to another, and they're seeing the problem."
Johnson said the change in the la w would only be the next step up, but it may
encourage police to "pursue with a little more fervor."
Carole Lanning, director of Project Youth at the Link, said she does not think
the bill will pass. Legislators are more concerned with treating than punishing
the problem, she said.
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Opinion.
Liberal ranters,
not 'right wings'
need controlling

Honor ex-hostages
but don't exploit them
The former hostages' 444-day nightmare is over.
They returned to the United States and were welcomed by elaborate parades, exquisite banquets and a barrage
of countless gifts.
Hometowns, counties and even states also were proud to
host "welcome home" festivities for the 52. A ticker-tape
parade down Broadway in New York City even was initiated because of this rare and special occasion
Newspapers, magazines, radio and TV stations all have
been closely following the ex-hostages with open
notebooks, cameras rolling and tape recorders on hoping to
catch some more juicy tidbits about their captivity that
have not already been made known.
Undoubtedly, former hostages will be appearing on TV
and radio talk shows, books are in the process of being written or will be soon and movies will made of those days in
captivity. But for now, lets leave them alone.
There is so much they have to catch up on. They deserve
some quiet time to spend with the people they are close to.
They need solitude - a different kind than what they experienced in Tehran - and rest. And they also need to get
settled back into everyday life, which for some may or may
not be possible.
We did say that the hostages should be honored and banquets, parades, plaques and parties are in line with
"Welcome back, we're proud of you" celebrations. But
let's be sensitive enough not to exploit those men and
women and persistently revive their haunting memories of
those 444 frightful days.

Letters
Our fans are spirited; often too, we
are the adrenaline that makes our
team flow. We yell, we chant, we
scream and we believe In our BG
In response to tot Mter printed in Falcons. If we feel a referee has made
the Fab. 3 Issue of TheBG News, writ- a shaky call, we'll rag him so he does
ten by DianfleKerr; I must oppose the not do it again. When the opposing
childish accusations which were team and their cheerleaders enter the
stated about the basketball fans of BG arena, we'll let mem know that
baiag "rude and having no common they're In for a showdown. And when
decency."
an opposing player is at the foul-line,
that's right, we're going to make him
From the viewpoint of that writer, "choke," simply because we have the
our fans "verbally abuse opposing spirit of competition.
players," and also make the games
In other words, "if the heat's too
difficult to referee from the officials
hot, get the heck out of the kitchen."
standpoint
Where exactly did you learn Try and show a little enthusiasm inanything about basketball my fellow stead of acting like you're boating a
BG fan? Basketball is a sport of com- cocktail party. We are BG fans, and
petition. There is competition to get we believe in our team. So, lighten-up
tickets, competition to get in the on the "childish comments" and wisegames, competition for good seating up to some good hard competition.
and there is competition when the
Creston Mapei
players and officials come on the
3M Bromfleld
court, until they leave.

Fans are adrenaline
that helps team win

Dear Mr. Roberts: Did or did not
Mr. Reagan win the 1880 election by,
what many have termed, a landslide?
Why is it then, you would wish to Induce your readers into believing a few
"right-wing ranters" are trying to
control the government of the United
States?
And your "crux of the Reagan problem" atoois full of boles. Who said
that Reagan was "elected primarily
on economic and political dissausfac-

Focus
Michael Shaffer
graduate student

Taking advantage of the hostages
The one pay telephone booth Just
outside West Point bad a line of people
waiting to use it. There were not only
newspaper people but press agents as
well - anyone who wanted just a little
piece of the hostages.
The man Inside the booth was
shouting so everyone could hear him,
"No, J.B., I haven't found anyone yet,
but I'm getting close. I talked to the
brother-in-law of one of the hostages,
and be thinks we can swing it... I
know what you want J.B. You want a
hostage to say on TV mat the thing he
missed the most in captivity was
Grandma Bonny Clyde's Hamburger
Helper. Right That's all he thought
about during his ordeal.... I told the
brother-in-law that. If the hostage
says it, we'll give him a lifetime supply of Grandma Clyde's Hamburger
Helper and a trip to Las Vegas to our
next sales meeting. .. . Listen, J.B.,
there's an agency here trying to get
any hostage to choose between Hero
sausages and our hamburger helper..
.. Will that hurt our campaign?..."
People were banging on the phone
booth, "Come on, you've been in there
long enough."
THE NEXT man to get in dialed a
number and said, "Zack, I think I've
got a hostage to tell bis story exclusively to us for $10,000.1 told him
we'd write it for him, and all he'd have
to do is pose for a picture with his
arms tied behind a chair. He referred
me to his agent. . . . What do you

yellow ribbon.... I thought you'd like
it Good. I'll spread the word up here
right away."

Focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

THE NEXT person who went into
the booth said, "Al, NBC has just offered |2S0,00 for a mini-series on the
hostages. CBS came back with
1800,000 and ABC has offered $750,000.
How high do we want to go? ... You
want to go to a million, but I have to
sign up all 52 families! It's not easy,
AL Some of them don't want any
publicity. They just want to get out of
the limelight... You'll settle for half
of the hostages? OK, it's your money.
I know you've got the American Embassy in Tehran set built already, but
the State Department says it may not
cooperate in the show
You'll build
your own State Department on the
lot? All right, I'll see what I can do.
Have you got the cast yet? ...You've
got to be kidding? You really think
you can get Vanessa Redgrave to play
the AyatoDah?"
It was finally my turn. I called the
Internal Revenue Service and got a
man on the line. "I'd like to form the
Society for the Protection of
American Hostages in the United
States, and I want to know if if s taxdeductible."
The man on the other end said, "la
this organization necessary?"
I replied, "You better believe it"

mean, bow did he get an agent so fast?
There are more agents up here at
West Point than there are Army
cadets. Hold page one open. I'll get
back to you. Is Tony writing the story
now?.. .Good. Tell him to keep going.
If we don't get a hostage, we'll say we
got it from an impeccable source."
I was fourth in line, waiting patientlyThe next person in the booth said,
"Ted, I'm .still trying to give the
lifetime gold pass for the Super-Orbit
Roller Coaster to a hostage, but I can' t
get near anyone who will take it None
of the hostages seem to be very interested in a roller coaster ride at the
moment. This is my problem. Almost
everyone up here is trying to give a
gold pass to the hostages for
something or other. The National
Football League, the Baseball
Association, the circus people are all
pushing gold passes, and it's not much
of a story. Why don't we forget the
gold pass and have a National
Hostage Day at the amusement park?
Any member of a hostage family will
be allowed on any ride free. We'll
(c) 1M1, Los Angeles Thrcs Syndecorate the Ferris wheel with a large dicate

Rhetorical fallacies, dictionary definitions only cloud issue
Both Brian Rafferty's and Joseph
DiPietro's anti-abortion, pro-life articles of Jan. 30 use rhetorical
fallacies and false arguments to cloud
an important moral issue known as
the abortion controversy. They are
not the first to do this; nor is this type
of rhetoric limited to their side of the
argument.
The argument in basic, simplistic
terms is what man, as a moral
creature, defines as life; a question
that has posed a dilemma to western
man throughout the ages. Both
DiPietro and Rafferty play linguistic
games concerning the definition of
life. Life according to Wetuter and
DiPietro la: "an orgasmic (sic) state
characterised by the capacity for
metabolism, growth, reaction to
stimuli and reproduction."
To continue this linguistic game
"Webster'a New World Dictionary"

definitions then the result is clear: An
abortion is expelling a fetus;
therefore, expelling an embryo, a first
trimester "abortion," is not even an
abortion at all.

Focus
Paul Deblinger
English department Isctursr

defines abortion as "expulsion of a
fetus from the womb before it Is sufficiently developed to survive." It
demies fetus as "in man, the offspring
in the womb from the end of the third
month of pregnancy until birth:
'<<ff^"fPll*h*H from the embryo."
When the next step is taken in this
Nabokovian word-play one finds that
embryo is "the human organism up to
the third month after conception...
there-after a fetus."
IF MAN wants to make complex
moral decisions using dictionary
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should carry to full term whatever the need education, but not education by
cost This, too, seems contradictory, legislation. If change is needed in our
and reduces the woman to a helpless, moral structure it should come by
mindless blob who may not obey her education through our parents, our
own moral cade due to the decisions of clergy, our leaders and most of all,
others. If a woman makes a conscious ourselves.
But man does not make morai moral decision, a decision backed by
choices by trotting out the dictionary a large percentage of the western
We, as Americans, should be able to
and saying, "See here's the definition; world, how can that decision be called make our moral decisions by
I'm right." The dictionary provides irresponsible simply because one op- ourselves, independent from the
simple answers, a tool for the asking, poses another's moral code.
beliefs of others. Those simple dicto provide writers with a common
tionary definitions show that Western
language and common definitions. A
When DiPietro writes that civilization has defined life and Imdefinition is the result of years of "legalization was a cop-out on the part plemented these decisions through
linguistic and social evolution, and to of the Supreme Court" he was right in religious and moral codes and when
use a definition in its simple form is a way. Morality should not be dictated changes occur they will be reflected
almost to refute it
to the people by legislation. The peo- by changing codes and i-h-riging
DiPietro's argument shows the inef- ple don't need a Human Life Amend- language and the dictionary, too, will
ficacy of using simple definitions in a ment to decide their moral codes for change. Though it is deemed wrong by
complex moral argument He claims them by dictionary-like definition. the pro-lifers, what is known as
life does not begin "until approx- They don't need fetus police snooping "abortion" is commonly accepted in
imately a day after contact with the around saying this is life and this isn't, Western civilization and thought and
uterine wall," yet that seems to differ and what a good birth-control device when morality does change it Is seen
with the definition of life he stated is and what isn't.
by changes in the beliefs and religious
earlier.
It is ironic that DiPietro writes that practices of man.
what is needed is better birth control
Different cultures argue the precise and sex education, when Catholics, a
Now when a woman miscarries it Is
moment of the beginning of life. The large force in the pro-life (a ridiculous dumped in s slop sink; In the future
Catholics believe life starts from the term) movement, are opposed to all we may see funerals for embryos, but
moment of conception or, possibly, forms of birth control, and many pro- until we do, one should quiet the
before conception, in that, any sexual lifers also are opposed to any form of tiresome rhetoric and the mass
activity might result in potential life. sex education.
hysteria and either work quietly for
Similarly, the ancient Jewish Code of
moral change or pray that change
Law states that masturbation Is as
TO MAKE a moral decision we do never comes.
grievous a sin as murder, but, contradictorily also says that a woman DOONESBURY
knowingly carrying a diseased fetus is
^.jmmrUVAU.^?
nmeuocfutcMW
committing a sin.
ae.ue*Kai-WKi GOCPPIAH.
UB>rWALMSASA

THESE CONTRADICTIONS and
varied definitions of life illustrate the
complex nature of moral decision
making. It Is not fair m a moral argument, or any argument to resort to
fallacious reasoning such as namecalling or false analogy as DiPietro
and Rafferty do.
In recent letters to the editor, the
anti-abortion writers hare made it a
habit to call their oppostton irresponsible, that a woman when pregnant
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Uon?" Oh, of course, you say, what
else could it have been, and then you
promptly dismiss any other reason as
an absurdity.
Not only do you make erroneous
assumptions, but then you maliciously
denounce men you know nothing
about by calling them "evangelical
snake-oil salesmen" and "political
preachers." With all due respect to
your patriotism, these are men who
are more concerned about the health
(or should I say the sickness) of our
nation than with individual rights.
BUT LETS stop and think for a
minute, Mr. Roberts. Can you have
any individual rights without a country? Or can you have any freedoms
when there is no place to inherit those
freedoms?
No, you can't and that has been both
a major consideration of the
'right-wingers' and a major oversight
of the brand of "liberals that espouse
the "new life styles" you make
reference to.
Do you really for one minute think
that we have made beneficial "broad
social changes" in the last 25 years?
Do you think it is a coincidence that
crime rates have taken the course
that they have? Do you know that
there have been more "illegal" abortions each year since the Supreme
Court's ruling than before when it was
not "legal."
ANOTHER THING Mr. Roberts, is
that you say ". . .the public school
system, which is likely to have twice
as much sex, violence, and profanity
as any television show " in making
reference to the fact that someone
wants to do something about controlling the sex, violence and profanity on
television.
What I don't understand is why you
call them "...rats emerging from the
sewers." If you say that the people
who want to ban those sort of things
from appearing on television are rats,
then what in this world do you call the
people that want to put the vile stuff
on the air in the first place?
Added to your name calling, is your
accusation that "politicos" backed by
the National Conservative Political
Action Committee will owe the
"headhunters" "nasty favors" for
backing them. This country is a
democracy, Mr. Roberts, and contrary to your attempt to spread the
fear of theocracy into the hearts of
your readers, it will stay a
democracy.
Therefore, if any little Tom, John or
Harry lobbying, or interest group can
use all the political power that they
are able to muster in order to advance
their own interests, why can't the National Conservative Political Action
Committee do the same.
I am not a prophet of doom but
unless we do something, all of us, we
as a nation are doomed. Do you think
that well be able to go about our
merry way and retain everything we
have? For over 200 years men and
women have given their lives to make
this country.
Basic to that depth of commitments
is the moral fiber of our society. You
and yours, Mr. Roberts, wish to
destroy even the thought of s moral
society and what you don't even see is
that you are destroying yourself.
by Garry Trudeau
souwpoym
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Law protects promotion of wholesale cheating
They've infiltrated the campus. Advertisements
of term-paper mills-companies that offer
wholesale cheating-are plastered on University
bulletin boards in hallways and classrooms.
One advertisement pictures a student slumped
over a stack of books with a cup of coffee at his
right and the clock behind him snowing 3 o'clock.
It diagnoses the student as having the "term paper
blues" and prescribes a remedy-the purchase of
one of the company's catalogs.
University administrators want the advertisements removed, but an official ban on them
would be against the law.
"The fact that it (the business) is not illegal
gives them every right to advertise," said Michael
Stankey, an assistant professor of business who
teaches advertising.

Myron Chenault, associate vice president for
legal, staff and contract relations, cited the First
Amendment of the Constitution and commercial
free speech as the provisions guaranteeing the
companies' right to advertise.
1
"The question is which has priority. Obviously,
the constitution over academic policy," Chenault
said.
But Dr. Ramona Cormier, associate provost,
said she thinks the First Amendment is used to
hide many of our rights. While colleges and
universities attempt to encourage students to
learn honestly, term-paper mills and their advertising work against that, she explained.
Term-paper mills advertise also in studentoriented publications. The BG News stopped

publishing the ads about four years ago after
numerous faculty complaints.
"We ought not to tempt students. We are not
here to encourage students to cheat. We have an
academic policy, and we attempt to encourage
students to follow that," Cormier said.
Other University officials responded in a similar
way.
"It is foreign to all that we stand for,"Dr.
Richard Eakin, vice provost for planning and
budgeting, said. Dr. William Reynolds, chairman
of the faculty senate, agreed, saying, "It distracts
from the academic climate."
But, Stankey points out, such objections are a
response to the business endeavor, rather than the
advertising. "It's the product they are disgusted
at, not the advertising," he said.

term papersj^£=??_
"What you get is not top-rate quality," Joseph Gray, chairman of the
University's Academic Honesty Committee, said.
Hart agreed, the term paper's
reliability would be questionable, and
the term paper may be hurriedly written without a conscious attempt at
scholarship.
One "research company" was contacted, but refused to state that they
provided term papers. Instead it insisted it was "research." The company spokesman said the research
was typed, double-spaced with a oneinch margin and that it was a series of
sentences arranged in paragraphs
following a logical progression.

The same reasons for cheating also
hold true for this type of plagerism,
Elaine Robinson, a counseling
psychologist for the Counseling and
Career Development Center, said.
Laziness, lack of confidence, questionable ethics, competition and the
pressure to get good grades were
reasons she cited.
As with any violation, there is a victim. But in this case, the offender appears to be the one who suffers.
"For the most part, who gets shortchanged is the student," Joseph
Kivlin, chairman of the Sociology
Department, said.
"The real cheating is on one's self,'"
Gray said.

CHANGES TO THE SPRING OUAHTEW 1M1 «CH1

BriefsBusiness scheduling

Jazz Lab Band to perform

The Dean's Advisory Council of the College of Business Administration
will have a table in the second floor lounge. Business Administration
Bldg., Feb. 3-5 from 12:30-3:20 p.m. to help business students with scheduling.

Jazz Lab Band II will perform today at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, Musical
Arts Center. Admission is free.

Advertising Club meeting

Dr. John Rawls Jr., of the T.H. Morgan School of Biological Sciences at the
University of Kentucky, will present a biology seminar today at 3:15 p.m. in
112 Life-Sciences Bldg. Topic of the seminar is "Genetics of Pyridine Biosynthesis in Drosophilia."

The Advertising Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 113 Business Administration Bldg. Payment of $25 is due for members going to Chicago.

Mardi Gras deadline
Application deadline for Mardi Gras booths in noon Feb. 18. There will be
an informational meeting Feb. 19 at 7 p.m. in the State Room, Union. Any living unit or campus organization may sponsor a booth.

Student Personnel meeting
The Student Personnel Association will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 117
Business Administration Bldg. Guest speaker will be Gary Rosen, of the
University's Management Center. Yearbook pictures will be taken.

Biology seminar

Theater to present Wilde farce
University Theater will produce Oscar Wilde's farce "The Importance of
Being Earnest" today through Feb. 7 at 8 p.m. in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket information call the theater box office, 372-2719.

Pommerettes to perform
The Pommerettes Precision Dance Team will perform today at halftime
of the BG-Ball State basketball game, which begins at 7:30 p.m.

Starting Feb. 9 to Feb. 12

RENTALS 1981-1982
SCHOOL YEAR
311'/i South Main-New 2 bedroom.
315 South Maln-3 bedrooms
315'/2 South Maia-2 bedrooms
317 South Maln-3 bedrooms
319 South Maln-2 bedrooms
332'/* Sooth Main-3 bedrooms
336Vz South Main-2 bedrooms
328'/% South Main-3 bedrooms
801 SUth-2 bedroom houaa
825 Sixth 3 bedroom houaa

"Make Tracks on the Secret Trail
Listen to WFAL for clues to
WIN a FEEE ski trip to
Boyne Mountain!!
680 AM

CALL '
Nt.WI.OVE REALTY
352-5163

Tune in <b- WIN

SECT!
0411
0412
0496
0497
0660
OB61
0667
0680
1480
1491
1492
1S79
1621
1967
2311
2324
2417
2487
7922
7949
3006
3112
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3606
3751
3752
4756
1904
1905

llfPT
ART
ART
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BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
FIN
FIN
FIN
QEOG
QEOL
JOUR
MUCH
MUCH
MUGS
MUS
MUSP
MUSP
PEP
PHVS
PHTS
SSM
VCT
VCT
WS
INS
INS

CM. WO
101
101
414
414
439
439
490
703
300
300
300
350
556
481
143
242
529
099
0100
0300
237
233
233
310
487
467
449
300
470
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3865

DEEI
GEOL
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TIMF
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ARRANGE STEWAH' METAMORP PETROGRAPHY
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5
515

TYPE OF CrUHOE
131 Time Line
1st Time Line
Slug Message
Slug Message
Ins1ruct0f'2nd & 3rd Line
Instructortfnd 8 3rd Line
Title
Credit Hours
Slug Message
Slug Message
Slug Message
Time
CANCELLED
Time
Time
CANCELLED
Time
Time
Time
Time
Credit Hours
2nd Time Line
CANCELLED
2nd Time Line
Slug Message
Slug Message
Dept. Change
Instructor A Time
Instructor A Time

'""^Mlflf
10 30TF
10:30 TF
MUST TAKE W/VCT 467
MUST TAKE WrVCT 467
Baxter
Baxter
ARTHROPOD DISEASES
2 cr hra.
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
2 30 MTWB
CANCELLED
4 30*30 TV*
12 30MWF
CANCELLED
ARRANGE
11:30T
4:30 MW
4:30 MW
3 cr. nre.
8:30 TF
CANCELLED
Deleted
MUST TAKE WIART 414
MUST TAKE W/ART 414
THEATRE
HUNGERFORD • 8:30-10:30 TF
CLOSE ■ 1030-12:30 M; 8:30-1030 W

WANTS YOU TO SPEND YOUR
SPRING BREAK BY VISITING
WASHINGTON D.C. AND NEW YORK CITY
March 23rd-29th
Sign-up in the UAO office (3rd
floor—Union), Jan. 23rd-Feb. 20th

$269 per person, for the time of your life I

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER
at
Majestic's

COUPON SAVINGS!!
PLUS! FREE DRAWING

PAGLIAI'S
EAST
...$2.50
From 11 a.m.-9p.m.
at PAGLIAI'S EAST,
get 1 cheese shell,
1 meat shell, and 1

FREE
Oil or Acrylic Artists'
Painting Sets ...

I I
II
II
II
II
II

Fill Out And
Bring to Your Majestic Paint Center
Name
Address
Phone #

Majestic

C

Majestic Paint Center

smothered In our MEAT
ALL ARTISTS SUPPLIES
With This Coupon
Good Until Feb. 14, 1981

JL

SaV-WhereNCI
the rainbows begin

square of lasagna,

STORE HOURS:
Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Phone 353-3551
229 South Main Street

SAUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.50

FOQliQi'S

EAST
^
440 E. Court 352-1596

Mon-Wed 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3 am
Sun 4 pm-Midnight

4 The BO Newe February 4,1M1

Classifieds.
LOST 4 POUND
Leal lovely, round green Chines*
cnanee purM af Music BIda lobby or In KoMcUr And. Jan. 30
REWARD!
Call
Francis.

1B-4M0.
Lost man's Bulova watch,
possibly uptown. Sentimental
value Reward If found please
call Brad, 37T—e.
Lost a baby bracelet I he brace lei
has Donna Jo on It. it found
please call 153-6753. Santlmantal
value!!
Found calculator.
Education Bldp,
J72I775.

SEEVICE* PETERED
Emotional and/or malarial
pragnancy aid can ba yours If you
naad It. Contact EMPA 353 iai
or 153-7041. Any Info given confidential.

PEEOOMALl
CO-OP HAIR STYLING? YOU
bat! Shampoo your own head
beforehand on day you want It
styled; and Command Perfor
mence. The Halrstyllng Place,
will precision cut and blow-dry
style It for lust $10,001 Blow-dry
styling alone tor lust S5.00I (Naad
not ba wat whan you coma In, but
don't spray It after shampooing.)
These special BGSU prices not
eligible for usual 10% student dls
count. 153 915S.
DONUTS
DELIVERED*
SURE 11 BY THE OETAWAY.
Delivery from 7:M a.m.-10 a.m.
Mon.-Fn., iio a.m. 11 a.m. Sat.,
te.m.-l:*0a.m. Svn.-Thur.l Call
151-4147.

Larry-Happy 30th Birthday. You
M9 a super R.A. a. Beta Brother
Good Luck on the rest of the
quarter. Saa you at activation
tonight. Smlrky.

FLORIDA FLING IS COMINOl
FLORIDA FLING IS COMINOl
FLORIDA FLIHO IS COMINOl
AoVartlsIng Club Meeting
Tonight 7:10 Room 111 BA
OS due tor Chicago Trip
PHI TAUS
We hid a great time at the tea
Frldayi Thanks for helping us
welcome our new pledges Into the
"Green Life". Alpha Phis.

"Blow up your balloon to claim a
prize!" Sponsored by Finders 1
Residence Life.
Back by popular demand!
Singing Valentines!
u Hall Fab. * A 10
Sponsored by PRSSA

TOO MANY CLASSES? Is your
course load interfering with getting your hair styled? Remember
that Command Performance.
The Halrstyllng Place, Is open
every weekday evening until 9:00
p.m. and 13:09-5:00 on Sunday.
153 9150.

Don't miss the Pommerette's
performance at the BG Ball
State basketball game on
Wednesday. February 4.
J
FREE
BASKETBALL
TICKETS Register weekly at
Command Performance, Tha
Halrstyllng Place, for fraa
reserved seat home game
tickets. No obligation. Drawing
at 6:00 p.m. on preceding day.
152*150.

Happy "20" 8-day Big Suel Gat
psyched tor Raver! AX love 4>
mine, LIT Karen.
To Rusty the Kappa Slg:
What can I do about a
YEAR LONG CRUSH on you?
Earl, I'm so surel Congrats on
your Alpha Sigma Phi Active
Won. Fine, Una, Jankl.
'

Doug Miller. Thank you for your
wonderful spirit. Keep It up-peopie Ilka you help us to be <111
The Brothers.

Kappa Slgs. the captlvatlon was
worth the anticipation. Thanks
tor a great time last Friday.
Love, The Phi Mus-

NEXT TO NEW SHOP: Clothing
& housewares. Priced Low. Open
TUBS.
10-4 J. Frl. 1-7:30. St.
Aloyslus School 2nd floor.

LIFE. Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Coma to
L.I.F.E.I
AMANY'S: Announcing their
delicious dally specials you can't
find anywhere else. Saa our
coupons In today's newspaper.

My oculist calls me far sighted
that's why I'm looking now for a
Sept. living situation. 37 yr. old
woman seeks compatabla
roomate/s for grad school reentry after 4 yrs. public relations
work. Planning ahead Is only one
of my virtues; others can be
discussed through mall as I
prepare to lake the plunge. Goodnatured adventuresome sorts
please contact R. Sue Smith, 3014
Sunn,side B 14. Kalamazoo, Ml
49001.

FLORIDA FLING IS COMINOl
FLORIDA FLING IS COMINOl
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOl
Little Lynne l Sherrl, Con
gratulatlons on your activation.
Wa think you're The best. Love,
your bigs, Michelle a, Janet
Chicago Trip deadline: '
S25 must be paid tonight
at Ad Club meeting (7:X)

Of*( Mitt*

Live Music-Live Music Upstairs
at The Longbranch-Thur. thru
Saturday-Doors open at 9:00
p m Come early for a good seat.
Quality entertainment in BO'S
finest Night Club I
Residence Life presents.
■'Alternative
States
ol
Awareness"
In the Batcheider Cafeteria
Lounge at 7:30 p.m. tonight.
To Smlley-congratulatlons on being picked Betas Most Outstanding Pledge for Fall 'so. Good
Luck on activation tonight. From
your Maternal, Paternal, Beta
Twin Brother, Smlrky.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI-ALPHA SIGMA
PHI
FLORIDA FLING-WATCH FOR
IT
To whoever removed a Brownl
protable AM/FM radio from a
blue Maverick about 3 weeks
ago: I would gladly pay you twice
what It is worth if you would
return It. It was a present from
my father It has extreme sen
tlmental value. No questions asked. Please call 353-3045 or put a
note In my campus mailbox
*e43s.
Back by popular demand
Singing Valentines'
u Hall Feb. 9 8. 10
Sponsored by PRSSA

MEN!! WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. worldwide travel.
Summer lob or career. Send $3.00
for Information. SEAFAX, Oept.
F-e Box 3049. Port Angeles.
Washington sttttt.

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT, 117 e. Ceurt,
151-1*97.
CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS
RINOS. Check other prices, than
call 353 4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Steve.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI ALPHA SIGMA
PHI
FLORIDA FLING-WATCH FOR
IT
FLORIDA FREE! Camp In
Florida for free with this
valuable report. A complete
catalog of over thirty places all
over Florida where you can pitch
a tent for nothing & than relax In
tha sum Only S3.00 from TELCO
PO Box 60S Baler*, Ohio 45714
L.I.F.E. Is coming to tha Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Coma to
L.I.F.E.I
To Big Brother Wayne, Another
year gone but much more to
come. Happy Birthday. Love,
your little sis. Lynn.

This week Is your last chance to
find out about the t»si S3 National Student Exchange To
learn how you can spend all or
part of next year taking classes
at another school in the U.S. with
no out of state fees, call Tha Ctr.
for Educ. Options, 171-0303. Ap
plication Deadline: February 13.

1 F. rmto. needed to share apt.
Spr. Qtr. 1901. Call 353 4040.
F. rmte. naadad to share house.
Own bdrm., I btk. from campus.
352-2*95.
As. or F. rmte. naadad to share 3
bdrm. house close to campus.
15211*0.
1 F. rmte. to share apt. 095 mo.
Includ. utll. Call 373 4406

F. rmte. wanted Immed. Nice
house, near campus, own room.
Call Cindy after 5 p.m. 352-6309.

HELP WANTED
3 girts to pose for competition
portraits,
call
Walston
Photography for details during
business hours. 152 1006.
Senior nursing students. Pt. time
afternoons or nights. Apply Wood
County Nursing Home. 1-353-0411.

F. rmte. naadad for Spr. Otr.
Close to campus. Call 353-1605.
F. rmte. naadad. Immed. occupancy avail. Close to campus.
Call 352-5014.
1 M. to share apt. Avail, nowl
Call after 5, 154-1*20 H7.50 mo.
1 F. rmte*. to share apt. Univ.
Village for lip sch. yr. 15*47*0.

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe, 5.
Amir., Australia. Asia. All
fields. «500 moo monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Into. Write IJC
Box 52-OHi Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
Professional nurses pt. L full
time. Apply Wood County NursIng Home. 1-353-0411.

ONE OF OUR BETTER KEPT
SECRETS. (But not on purpose!]
BGSU students save lots on all
regularly priced services at.
Command Performance, The
Halrstyllng Place. Bring I.D. end
pick up your student discount
card on next visit. 353-9151.

1 M. rmte. for 11-12 sch. yr.
352 9275.

L.I.F.E. Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Come to
LI F.E.I

2 F. rmtes. naadad for lie sch.
yr. Vary close to campus.
353-7552 or 357-2040.

2 JBL L110 spkrs. Excell. cond.
S300 or best offer. Call 353 4453.

FINDERS Buy any LP or Tape,
Get SI OFF next reg priced LP
or Tape.

1 F. needed to sublet a house on
3rd SI. Spring Qtr. S75 mo. plus va
utll. 352-0653.

ALTEC SOa-A loudspkers. 3 way
cabinets. S3S0.354 1791.

Jim Black's tall Quarter Small
Group Communication classes
take note! Meet at Dlno's, 9 p.m.
Thurs. Feb. 5th.

F. rmte.
house. I blk.
353 4006.

Mldlength camel colored dress
coat. Hood. Ties at waist.
352-4111.

2 F. rmtes. naadad IIO ten. yr.
S74 mo. plus utll. House close to
campus, tlcal Call Tammy or
Mlndy at 352 ill*

.

Very nice
campus. Call

4 / PRICE SALE ON
I/O NOW ON FALL &
/ <l WINTER
MDSE.
The Powder Puff

FOR RENT
Houses 6, Apt. 1901-02 school
year. Call Nawlove Realty.
353-5163.

WANTED
1 M. or F. naadad to share house.
St5 mo. 1 bik. from HowardsOwn bdrm. Call 154 1175.

Otd maaailnet MOO'S M 1900 far
cellecters ana rasaarckars.
10*000 W stack. Beetle Items.
Marilyn Maura a. Sparta, Fa*
Meeailnes. Call (419) 474-1*97

Quiet, sound controlled furn.
studios with built-in Bookceaai.
attic storage ft short farm leases
avail. Grad students only. Call
now 353-7691.
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS.
AC,
FULLY
CARPETED. CABLE TV. EFFICIENCIES.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER I FALL. 451
THURSTIN. 332-3435.
303 S. Prospect, 4 bdrm. house
starting 6-16-ii. 1 yr. lease. Call
John Newlove Real Estate.
152-6553.
SutHs. 1 bdrm. apt. S250 mo. All
utll. Includ. Immediate occupencyl Call collect 1-041-4*29.

Ovation guitar. Ilka new. Good
price. Call 353-5362 eves. &
weekends.

F. rmte. needed lor Spr. Qtr.
Haven House, S106 mo. Call
352 2322.
2 F. needed to share a 4 person
apt for Spr. Close to campus. 1st
St. lloo mo. each plus elec. Call
3536143.

4 bdrm. house. 250 Troup. 12 mo.
lease. Start Sept. Call 353 3611.
F. to sublet house any time.
1106.50 per mo. includ. all utll.
Call 353-5772 or 354-1173.

The Sisters of Alpha Phi
would like to welcome
Colleen Brannen

Lizabetn Wootery

Mwv Ellen Matthews

Beth Theslrtg

Into the Beta Omlcron Chapter of Alpha Phi

TfHde mark (p)

CRAZY GEORGE
IS GIVING AWAY
FREE, ONE
QUART OF COKE,
with any medium or large 2 Item pizza.
Pagllai's East already has the BEST
PIZZA VALUE In town, but with a FREE
QUART OF COKE, it's the
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!1

LUTHER

ications
for Rec Center Council
Available

733-755-777
ManvHIe Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1ft. Baths
9 Month Lease $326 per month

CALL

FogiTOi's

EAST
4*0 E Court 35? I 596 I

HOURS
MonVVoxJ
Uom-2om
Thurs-Sal
Hom-Som
Sunday
4pm.Midnighl

Watch for the FREE COKE PITCHER
GIVEAWAY in The BG News

405 Student Services
and
Student Bee Center Offices
319 East Wooster Street
Phone 353-3641

HAVE YOU TRIED AMANY'S
WE'RE THE ONLY ORIGINAL MID-EASTERN
FOOD RESTAURANT IN TOWN!
188 Sooth Main—Downtown
Coupons good through 2110/81

! VEGETARIAN SPECIAL
I

I

! Choice ol oandwlch, small salad
1

and large drink. All for $2.95! Value!
up to S4.05I

DAILY SPECIALS
FAMILY DINING
and CARRYOUT
Open M-F 7 am-12 pm
Sat 10 am-12 pm
Sun. 12-10 p.m.

WE ALSO SERVE COFFEE AND
DONUTS 7 am-11 am

February 4,1981 TIM BQ News 8

computer graded tests.
As student forma are ran through
the scanner by a electronic date processing technician, the computer
makes sure there Is only one answer
per question, and It there is more than
one, it will reject the form.
The rejected form is then handchecked by the technician who completes the erasing already begun by
the student

"I make sure the answer sheet has

She explained that if it is uncertain
which answer the student meant to
mark she does not give the student
any credit

that have the incorrect identification
numbers or if the timing marks on the
side of the answer sheet are tampered
with.
IF THIS HAPPENS, Spicer said,
then she must Mil in the correct information.

Spicer said the scanner picks up bad
Last quarter there was a problem
erasures because it is sensitive.
The scanner also wfil reject forms with the machine not picking up all of

Ice Skating
Sledding
Skiing
Obstacle Course
Sleigh Riding

Snow Sculpture
Bonfire
Curling Demo
Snow Tug-Of-War
Softball & Football

Alpha Q|

Register Now for
Spring Quarter
Western Horsemanship

I

Gamma
Delta

Public Riding, Party Facilities,
Hay Rides, Lessons, Boarding

655-2193

«

Winter Formal 1981
•~\
r£\
>°

14810 Freyman Rd.-Cygnet

WILL BE HELD AROUND THE CAMPUS

*
*

the answers. Consequently, students two days to meet the increased
were not getting credit for these workload.
answers.
Computer Services also proc—ai
More and more faculty members teacher evaluation forms, she added.
Ever since the IBM had the problem
are using the Computer Services,
Spicer said.
with not picking up all the answers,
Spicer said, she has been running spot
DURING FINALS week, when the checks on the scanner every morning
budget would permit Computer Ser- to make sure it is functioning correctvices would have two shifts going for ly.

Drookdole Stables

%
%
#
*
*

VARIOUS WINTER EVENTS, SUCH AS:

1

*
*
*

THE IBM scanner only records the
answers onto IBM cards and does not
grade the test and mark it, Patricia
Spicer, a technician, said.

the same punches as the cards," she
said.

FEBRUARY 7 AND 8

*
*
*

II
*

Meanwhile, the computer punches
out IBM cards with the corresponding
answers to be read later by the main
computer.

WINTER FESTIVAL!

*
*
*

*
*
*

Irom pag« 1

• DGSU classes available for credit and non-credit

1

SIGN-UPS BEGIN JAN. 28, UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR, S
|
UNION.
S

The French Quarter
Sandutky, Ohio
February 7

Register Now for Spring Quarter
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PRESENT
DRESS FOR SUCCESS"
Wed., Feb. 4

'

ALPHA
LAMBDA

■5

Asian Civilization 2:30 MTWR

Chen

ALPHA DELTA PI
WEICOMES ITS WINTER
Sheila Agoston
Julaine Flick
Kathy Maag
Sue snamnan
Sham hart JVm^~£}J _
due

pUdqES
Deb Stickley
Joy Watson
Nance Weber
Karen White
rxaiwn
m»o

POLS 366 Government and
10:30-12:30 TR
Politics of Southeast Asia
Muego

«
gy

T It OtD IS

WESPICIAIIZCIN
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EyMnomMdby
Or. Hobtrt I. Kl«m O D

The News in the morning informs you throughout the day.

5
Z
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T
J
Z
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Bf^^SP Place an ad for
m
M
(SOMEONE
jSfei^F
SPECIAL)
&^$p
on the "BG News
Hurry!
Valentine Page!"
Deadline is February 11th
at 4:00 p.m.
Only $4.50
Come to 106 University Hall
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GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
215 E. POE ROAD
Efficiencies (Furnished & unfurnished)
One Bedroom (Furnished & unfurnished)
Model Apartment Is No. 40 with Hours Tues.
&Thurs. 5-7 p.m.

♦

ART 460 Art of Korea and Japan 12:30-2:30 T
12:30-1.-30 FStJnsor
HIST 486 Japan: New Superstate 11:30 TWRF Chen

Who is your Valentine?

1981 FALL
APARTMENTS

f romii A COM

Lenses

of the Week

224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

— 4 diopter s

mMMU«0ot

*

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS

65 mm glott
l«n»«i + 4 or

Contact

_

»

Eyeglasses $
♦49-

!

«

Burlington introduces new
everyday low prices on
selected prescription eyewear
yor the entire family . . .

Bi-Focalt

i

I H i

tatCUVBMM

| MUCH 100 Indonesian Gamelan 5:30-6:30 MW
or 300
j. Jones

2

i Dave Rhodes t

Courses Idail for the study off
"Culture Other than Our Ownl"
HIST 280

■

Wrara -

i Congratulations i

£>^W?+£>*U*&*0*£>*V AS

rx

i

Vte President
Internal Affairs p

BELTS BETS BETS BETS BETS BETS BETS

A LECTURE AND SLIDE SHOW
PRESENTATION BY JOHN MOLLOY,
AUTHOR OF THE BOOK "DRESS
FOR SUCCESS." HE WILL
AUTOGRAPH BOOKS AFTERWARDS!

Spring Ouirttr, 1981

Bob Dno -

g
3

Bruce Johnson - Justice

GRAND BALLROOM

Asian
Studies Program

would like to congratulate
its new IFC officers

JBB

FREE ADMISSION

8 p.m

DELTA TAD DELTA jj

Burlinqton
Optical

t A>v« «••• OplonwfHm
ft mini

STASNMrUH

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 RIDGE STREET
Two Bedroom (Furnished) Townhouse
Apartments
Carpeted. Garbage Disposals & Close to
Campus
Laundry Room Available
3-Man & 4-Man Rates Available
Model Apartment is No. 24 with Hours
Mon. 8:30-8:30 p.m., Tues. 2:30-4:30 p.m. &
Wed. 4:30-8:30 p.m.
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Sports,
Cardinals
tangle with
Falcons

Success drive keeps Alexander in high gear
by Ken Koppel
atatt reporter

If all holds true. Bowling Green
should once again Up the MidAmerican Conference basketball
scales beck in its direction as the
Falcons return home today to host
Ball State in a 7:30 p.m. game at
Anderson Arena.
BG, seesawing much of the MAC
season from brilliant to bungling is
due to return to the former after a lowly effort at Kent State.
But the Cardinals, 5-3 in the MAC
and 12-8 overall, are no lightweights,
coming in to the contest in a three-way
tie for third place in the MAC
THE CARDINALS are expected to
start a lineup which features all five
players shooting SO percent or better
from the field.
"Thieir five starters' field goal accuracy is awesome," BG coach John
Weinert said. "Ball State is a good
transition team and it is hard to
defense its shooters because they
make shots that ordinarily don't go in.
Ray McCallum, a 5-0 guard who
beat out BG's Colin Irish for MAC
freshman of the year honors last
season, is the leading Cardinal scorer
with an 18.2 average.
Also in double figures is 6-5 senior
forward Al Gooden at 15.3 points per
game; M junior forward Bob Albertson, 6-8 senior center George Bradley
and 6-4 junior guard John Williams
round out the starting five for the Cardinals.
Weinert said BG's two-game winning streak is a reflection of the
Falcon's positive attitude.
"Out practices this week have been
fantastic," Weinert said. "Our kids
are working hard and I think part of
that is due to the response we had in
the Toledo game."

News Service ptioto
Tim Alexander, shown her* when he waa a member ol the Falcon
hockey team, la now head hockey coach at Rocky River High School.

ROCKY RIVER - It is said that in order to get
anywhere in life you must first take a few steps
backward. That's the required initiation, the dues paid
for success.
Like everyone else, Tim Alexander is trying to get
ahead. Yet, he is hardly struggling.
Remember Alexander? The I960 Bowling Green
graduate now resides in this west Cleveland suburb
where be is also making a name for himself.
AFTER FINISHING third on the BG hockey team's
scoring brigade last season, Alexander left the ice to
take the reins as the head hockey coach of Rocky River
High School.
The personable Alexander has led his Ohio Class
AAA Pirates to a 6-1-1 league record, in the rugged
West Division of the Cleveland Suburban Hockey
League.
Only two lettermen have returned from a squad
which lost 12 seniors to graduation last year, making
the future appear bright for Alexander. However, he is
not planning to stick around long enough to reap further benefits.
Despite teaching a full class load of accounting and
typing courses in the school's business vocational
department, Alexander and his wife, Mindy, are planning on pulling up stakes to continue their journey
from the cup to the pot of gold.
AND THE Alexanders could easily travel the road
back to BG. He recently applied for the graduate
assistantship at BG as well as Michigan State, where
former Falcon coach Ron Mason now leads the Spartans.
"Our feeling is that we'd like to have Tim visit our
Admissions Office and have him make a formal application," BG coach Jerry York said. "He has all the
tools required for the position."
But Jerry Sheets, director of student activities at the
high shcool, is extremely fond of Alexander's present
position. He said he'd do everything ethically and
legally possible to keep it that way.
"We're really impressed with Tim, Sheets said.
"He's a first-year teacher-coach who handles himself
as if he's had 10 years of experience of each. Tim will
be here as long as Tim wants to be here.
"We've always had a good hockey program. This
year Tim probably has one-fifth of the talent, and yet,

in terms of team play andpotential becoming kinetic,
it's happening."
There's quite a bit impressive about the
Windsor, Ont., native who will turn 24 in May. He spent
a deal of time wrestling with the decision whether to
lean toward continuing playing or coaching. Many say
that neither route would have produced a fiasco for
Alexander.
"I really do miss playing," said Alexander, who still
wears his BG hockey jacket "I miss the travel I
always used to like seeing the different places.
Sometimes I sit down and I think about whether I
should have gone or and played."
He tried the professional circuit, playing with the
Dayton Gems of the International Hockey League for a
few games.

"I COULD have played in the LHL for 3-4 years,
made $10-11,000 and not been anywhere. With so many
young players in the pros now, that if you don't get a
contract with an NHL (National Hockey League) club,
it's not really even worthwhile."
Having a level head, Alexander has clearly outlined
what he feels will bring him the continued good fortune
he desires.
"My goal is to be a bead coach by the time I'm 30
years old," be said. "I don't think that is that young to
be a head coach in college hockey."
And in order to keep creating prosperity, Alexander
says the secret is to coach the type of player be was,
compiling 58 points in his 106-game Falcon career.
"I was never fancy," Alexander recalled, "but if the
coach would ask me to put my head down and go
through the end boards, I would have done it. And as a
coach, I like those kind of players. They are very
healthy for the team.
"If you have a mix of hard workers and talented
kids, that's what's going to make you a winning team."
Success has smiled upon Alexander quite often in
his, thus far brief life. He says, however, that he's not
nearly prepared to quit with his already acquired
laurels. If everything goes according to schedule, this
is only a beginning.
"I want to be a success," Alexander says sincerely.
"I'm the first to admit in this profession you can never
stop learning until the day you die. So far I've been
pretty lucky. I've been successful. I have a job. Just to
have a job in today's society is good - I'm always looking to better myself."

BG icers'troubles did not end by dropping Sikorski

Does anyone remember Peter
Sikorski? The ending to the so-called
Peter Sikorski saga seemed to be
greeted with indifference and even
relief by some Bowling Green
hockey boosters.
But more than an eyebrow should
be raised when a four-year veteran
of BG's struggling hockey team is
suddenly cut from the roster in
midseason.
Sikorski had been in and out of

Sideline
Joe Menzer
atatt reporter

trouble with Coach Jerry York since
York began coaching here two years
ago, but so had most of the ojher

MEDICAL STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID
Tha U.S. Air Forca has scholarships
available lor students who will ba entering
their first or second year ol medical or
osteopathy school next tail (1981).

members of the squad.
THE OTHER members of the
team did not voice their opinions as
loudly as Sikorski and, consequently,
the senior from Toronto, Ont., was
labeled an outlaw and eventually cut
from the team.
Were the hockey coaches and Ice
Arena Director Jim Ruehl looking
for someone to blame for BG's poor
record the last two years? If so, apparently they thought they had found
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•TEXTBOOKS
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BEING EARNEST
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JAMES RADFORD
7550 Lucerne Dr., Suite 400
Mlddleburg Heights, OH 44130
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February 4-7
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someone in Sikorski.
Ruehl reportedly told Sikorski that
he was responsible for the poor attitude of the entire team and that in
four years he had contributed
nothing to the hockey program here.
"It's quite obvious that he doesn't
know the attitude of every player,"
Sikorski said. "It just so happens
that I was a 'whipping boy.' I spoke
my mind for what probably 20 other
players felt
"He (Ruehl) told me that in four
years I have contributed nothing to
the hockey program, which hurt me
the most That must mean Jim
Ruehl knows more about hockey
than (former coach) Ron Mason and
that being honorable mention in the
OCHA means nothing."
WHEN YORK came to the University two years ago, he inherited a
team with a rich winning tradition,
but the Falcons now win about aa
often as UAO hosts Happy Hours.
BG seems to go through the motions in practice and that lack of enthusiasm Is reflected during games.
It is true that the individual players
must prepare themselves mentally
and physically for games, but York

PRESENTS: The Valagram|
Wed., Feb. 4-Wed.,Feb. 11th
10a.m.-5 p.m.;
UAO Office (3rd floor Union)
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SUMMER JOBS

FEB. 5 AND 6 AT 8 P.M.
UNION, SIDE DOOR
ADMISSION $1.00
A Cleveland band who has opened for
such artists such as: Poco, Pure Praire
League, The Dkt Band, Michael Stanley,
Charlie Daniels,
and MOREII

Tiie end result has been a loss of
respect for York by many of his
players. It is hard to give 100 percent
on the ice from someone that does
not command respect
"He is a true gentleman away
from the arena, but as a coach I just
couldn't get along with him," Sikorski said. "Because be is the coach he
gets a certain amount of respect But
I think it's hard for some players to
respect him when be shows
favoritism toward certain players."
Sikorski admits that perhaps it is
best for the team that be is gone, but
is quick to point out that other
players on the club echo his feelings.
BG used to be disgusted when it
would split a two-game series with
another team. The Falcons now
seem to have adopted a defeatist attitude and, as a result they own the
worst overall record among CCHA
teams.
York recently said that "the team
attitude is the best it has been in two
years." If that is so, it is only
because it could not possibly have
sunk any lower.
BG's hockey program deserves a
better fate.
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is partly responsible for motivating
his players. He fails miserably, according to Sikorski and several other
players.
Sikorski, other players and former
players have expressed discontent
with York's system, and that discontent has been difficult to subside.
York's solution has been to phase
players out that he feels do not fit into his system, which is a natural and
perhaps viable solution, but also
serves to disrupt team unity.
York's recent suspension of seven
players earned him a reputation as a
tough, but fair disciplinarian.
But in reality, York's disciplinary
actions have been neither fair nor
tough is his two years here. Incidents
have been covered up and certain
players have been treated with
favoritism, according to Sikorski and
other players.
SIKORSKI, one of the players
suspended, had this to say about the
suspension, "What we were upset
about was that we were suspended
for breaking a team training rule,
but others weren't even disciplined
for what we thought was a more
serious offense."
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CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, Ohio, will hold oncampus Interviews for summer employment:
Dates: Wednesday, February 1B Thursday, February 19
Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Place: Ohio Suite

"HOURS"
[Mon.-Frl. 9:30-5:30
Sot. 9 a.m.-noon

Over 3,400 positions available for a wide variety of Jobs.
dormitory or apartment style housing available. Contact the
Office of Student Employment for Information and appointment.
Spend a summer In one of the finest resorts In the North.
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